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The operatingfrequenciesof interestare 860, 900, 960, 1400,
1700, 2290 and 2800 Mc/sec. The frequency of highestinterestis2290 with
960 and 1700 next and 2800 of leastimportance.
2.2 Polarization
Polarizationdiversityisdesirable,butnot required. Ifa single
polarizationisto be provided, rightcircularpolarizationis required.
2.3 VSWR Limits
The VSWR must be I. 3:1 or better at the critical frequencies
(2290, 1700 and 960).
2.4 Noise Temperature
The feed shall provide for maximum signal to noise ratio rather
than maximum gain. The noise temperature of the preamplifier is assumed
75 ° K.
2.5 Tracking Modulation
The peak-to-peak trackingmodulationin db shallnot exceed
2.0 + .5db.
2.6 ModulationRate
The modulationrate shallnot be less than 20 cps.
2.7 Reference Signal
• A reference signalcoherentwith the modulationvoltagemust
be provided. The :-eferencelevelshallbe a nominal I0 voltsat 600 ohms.
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23.0 MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
The feed shall be rigidly connected to the reflector and be mechani-
cally balanced to preclude vibration. The feed must also be capable of all-
weather operation and be impervious to moisture, rain and salt spray, and
blowing sand for a period of three years.
, 4.0 ANTENNA TYPES CONSIDERED FOR PRIMARY FEED
The 19 foot diameter parabolic reflector for which the feed is to be
designed has a focal length to diameter ratio of 0. 382. The reflector was ,
furnished by the contractor.
The proper edge illumination of the reflector to give the optimum
signal to noise ratio was determined theortically to be -20 db with respect
to the center 1. The antennas considered for the primary feed then had to
be broadband as well as have a predetermined radiation pattern.
4. 1 Crossed Valentines
The valentine antenna alone is broadband and has the desired
radiation pattern. However, the valentine is linearly polarized. To obtain
circular polarization, two valentines are mounted at right angles and proper-
ly phased. When this is done, the crossed valentines are not broadband due
to the frequency dependent length of the phasing cable. For this reason, the
crossed valentines and other antennas of the crossed type were not considered
adequate for the Model 19NF feed.
4.2 Coaxial Helix
The helix is an antenna that depends upon its geometrical shape
for circular polarization and not a phasing cable. However, a single helix
is not broadband enough to obtain satisfactory radiation characteristics at
all the desired frequencies. A coaxial helix was tried. The coaxial helix
consists of two helices of different frequencies with the higher frequency
antenna placed inside the lower frequency antenna coaxially. This antenna
gave the :lesired pattern and impedance at the two extremes of the frequency
range but the patterns at the center of the range (1400 and 1700 Mc/sec)
> were not usable.
4.3 Conical Helix
The next antenna to be considered was a conical helix (Fig. 1).
This antenna seemed to fulfill the impedance requirements and the pattern
requirements for a larger portion of the frequencies than any of the above.
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3However, at the upper frequencies (2290 and 2800 Mc/sec) the radiation
patterns deveioped split lobes, high side lobes and excessive back radiation.
Various angles of helices were tried along with various turn spacings. None
of these efforts gave a usable pattern at the higher frequencies.
4.4 Conical Spiral
The conical log-spiral antenna is defined by a logrithmic
• equation. There are two arms to the spiral. The defining equation for the
first arm is
Pl = Poe b¢ 4.1
where b = cot/3 sin a/2 and Po is determined from truncation. /3 and -¢
are the spiral rate and cone angle respectfully as showrz in Fig. 2. The
second arm is defined by
P2 = Pl e-b_ • 4.2
L
The diameters of the truncated portion of the cone and the base of the cone
are determined by the extremes of frequency bandwidth desired. For this
antenna, the diameter of the arms is a constant.
The first of this type of antenna tested had a spiral rate (/3)
of 73 °, a cone angle (-_) of 20 ° , a truncation diameter (d) of 0. 592",
and a base diameter (D) of 4.92". Since the antenna is a two armed structure
and must be fed balanced, a broadband tapered balun 3 was constructed to
excite and match the antenna. The antenna is shown in Fig. 3. The radia-
tion patterns were smooth, had no back radiation above -20 db, and with the
exception of 2800 Mc/sec were essentially the same. The patterns were a
great deal too broad to give the desired illumination iv the 19 foot parabolic
reflector. A summary of the pattern characteristics i; given in Table I.
A change of the spiral rate (/3) from 73 ° to q3 ° with all other
parameters remaining the same was next studied. Thi:_ antenna was much
more critical in its impedance matching. The same ty_.;eof broadband balun,
as previously noted, was used to feed this antenna. Th:._radiation patterns
of the conical spiral were quite good at all frequencies :_:ith the possible
exception of 2800 Mc/sec, although 2800 is quite good except for the axial
ratio. This antenna will give very close to the desired illumination when
placed in the 19 foot diameter parabolic reflector. The antenna is shown
in Fig. 4. Table II gives a summary of the patterns shown in Fig. 8
through Fig. 26. The antenna coordinate system is shown in Fig. 5.
This antenna was the model with which all tests of the 19 foot
parabolic reflector were run.
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45.0 PRIMARY FEED TESTS IN REFLECTOR
i
5.1 RadiationPatternTest Setup
The 19 foot diameter parabolic reflector was mounted on an
elevator on a 30 foot tower (Fig. 27). The 360 ° azimuth rotator is an
integral part of this elevator. The 19 foot diameter parabolic reflector was
used as a receiver in the radiation pattern measurement setup. The trans-
mitter was located 3000 feet away (Fig. 28). A 10 foot diameter parabolic
reflector with a linearly polarized feed, for the desired frequency, was used
as a transmitting antenna.
)
" The conical spiral antenna is shown mounted in the reflector for
radiation pattern measurements in Fig. 29. The rf, a-c and modulation
reference lines are run down the same tripod support leg.
5.2 Radiation Pattern Measurements _
The conical sn_ral feed was mounted in the 19 foot diameter
reflector with the axis of the cone coinciding with the axis of the reflector.
The conical spiral was _,djusted to give the best focus over the frequencies
required. Radiation patterns at 960, 1700 and 230C Mc/sec are shown in
Figs. 31 to 36. These are the critical frequencie:-: _ad also give a good
representation of the er*ire group of operational t._):_4uencies. A coordinate
system is shown in F ,,. 30.
The average back radiation is down ,,:.__o 50 db from the peak of
the main lobe for all of tke frequencies. The ra,:,_Aon patterns with the coneon
axis were run so that a comparison of side ]_,: _: :,_,+iback radiation could be
made when the cone is tilted off axis to achh:,, :, _he automatic track mode.
5.3 Modulation Level Tests
The conical spiral was tilted off axis a number of different
ways to determine the optimum position for a constant power modulation.
This power modulation is the difference between the peak of the main lobe
and the point where the beam crosses the axis of rotation.
_,, The cone base was kept on axis and the apex tipped off in the
first series of tests. This configuration did not give a constant power modu*
lation over the frequency range. The cone base was next moved off axis
and the apex kept on axis. Various degrees of tilt were tried from 2.5 ° to
15 °. The 15 ° tilt was found to give the most nearly constant power modula-
tion level over the frequency range. The modulation level at each frequency
is shown in Figs. 37 to 43. The amplitude of the patterns are not relative
but are only to show modulation level and beamwidth. As seen on the figures,
only the first ten db of the pattern is plotted.
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5Radiation patterns of the 19 foot diameter reflector with the conical
spiral tilted at 15 ° are included in Figs. 44 to 99. These patterns are for the
conical spiral when tilted to the left, right, above and below the ,,xis of t___ dish.
Both E 0 (horizontal) and E_ (verticle) polarizations are run.
i
The patterns show only 0 ° to 180 ° since the patterns are symmet-
rical about this axis.
The front-to-back ratio wheh the feed is tilted does not
differ appreciably from that when the feed is on axis. The first side lobe
is olightly higher due to feed tilt. A summary of the pattern characteristics
are given in Table III. The VSWR and axial ratio are also included in this
table. The measured and calculated gain are also shown on this table.
6.0 NOISE TEMPERATURE
The noise temperature of the 19 foot diameter reflector was calculated
, from the equation 2,7
f (.7/
TA=I/4_ :-o Jo TB(0,_b) G(0,_)sin9 do d_
6.1
where TA - antenna noise temperature
TB ( o, 9) - background temperature distribution
G ( 0, ¢) - radiatiou pattern of the antenna.
Using the measured radiation pattern of the antenna, the measured
value of the cosmic noise 1, and assuming that the earth .uas a noise tempera-
ture of 290 ° K , a noise temperature was calculated for each frequency. The
results of these calculations are given in Table I V. The upper frequencies
give tY,e best noise temperature and are within the 75 ° K specification while
the lower frequencies are somewhat higher than the 75 ° K desired.
The noise temperature of the dish at the upper frequencies is not
as low as was expected. This is probably due to the fact that the screen
hole size is an appreciable portion of a wavelength and allows leakage
through the screen. Also the reflector surface has perturbations which give
rise to sidelobes which tend to increase the uoise temperature. These per-
turbations also cause a loss in gain as seen in Table III by comparing the
measured with the calculated gain.





The motor and generator are mounted such that they
form an integral part. (Fig. lC0) Pulleys, belt and bearing are mounted
directly to this housing. (Fig. 101) This complete unit can be removed
from the tripod mounting plate.
7.I.2 Tripod Mounting Plate
The tripod mounting plate (Fig. 102) is used to support
the motor-generator mount and feed antenna. Support studs are located at 120 °
on this plate. These studs are attached to the support arms attached to the dish.
' Next to one stud is located an rf connector, a-c plug and a reference genera-
._ tor output jack.
7.2 Tripod Assembly
7.2.1 Tripod Support Arms
The tripod support arms are made of fibercast pipe
and are 10 feet long. (Fig. 103) The pipe is 2.375" in diameter with a
0. 210" wall. The pipe is made by FIBERCAST of Sand Springs, Oklahoma.
7.2.2 Adjustable Mounting Studs
Adjustable mounting studs are located on the ends of
the support rods attached to the dish. (Fig. 104) These studs can be adjusted
a total of • 1 " linear travel. The studs will come marked for the proper
position.
7.3 Radome
The radome (Fig. 105) is constructed of aluminum and is attached
to the mounting plate by socket head cap screws from the recerse side of the
plate. A stainless steel clamp is attached around the radome to help hold
the o-ring in place. The radome is designed to be pressurized to 5 psi. The
pressure is carried to the radome by means of 7/8" heliax coaxial cable.
The radome is presEurized to protect the motor, generator and
associated parts from condensation of moisture./
The radome should not be pressurized above the design pressure
or serious damage could result.
' 7.4 Antenna Assembly
7.4.1 Counterweightand Ground Plane
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7The antenna has been dynamically balanced at 1200
rpm to minimize vibrations. The counterweight and ground plane have been
bolted together to form a single unit. (Fig. 106) Screws and bolts should
not be removed from this assembly or the balance will be destroyed_
7.4.2 Conical Spiral Antenna
The conical spiral can be removed from the ground
plane by removing the three (3) socket head cap screws on the underside
of the ground plane. If this becomes necessary extreme care should be
taken not to twist the rf connector at the base of the cone. The interior of
the cone has been filled with a foam potting material and should not be dis-
turbed. Failure to heed this warning can result in a destroyed balun and
antenna.
7.4.3 Rotary Joint and RF Cable
The antenna counterweight and ground plane assembly
can be removed by taking the rotary joint and rf connector off the end of
the motor inside the radome. Set screws located at the base of the coupling
shaft of the counterweight are then loosened and the entire assembly re-
moved. Sealant and o-rings have been placea inside the motor shaft and
should be removed with care.
The rotary joint is an RJ-3 (S/N 14) and is of advanced
design as to long life at high speed and low noise. The rotary joint has been
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I 1. Motor CM34H 79, 1200 rpm syn. McLean Syntorque Corporation
(115 v 60 cps) 7/16" I.D. Hole in P.O. Box 100
shaft, Barden class 7 bearings, West Hurley, New York
face mounting.
2. AC Generator, 20 cps, 10 v output, Indiana General Corporation
Mod. 2All Electro Mechanical Division|
517 West Walnut
I. Oglesby, Illinoisi
3. Timing pulley,22XL037, Standard T.B. Wood and Son
stockbore Chambersberg, Pennsylvania
4. Timing belt,130XL037, 3/8" width T.B. Wood and Son
Chambersberg, Pennsylvania
5. Bearing, ball,singlerow sealed The FafnirBearing Company
203PP New Britain,Connecticut
]
6. MS 3100E-12S-3P Wall Receptacle, Amphenol
environmentalresistant.
7. MS 3100E-10SL-4P Wall Receptacle, Amphenol
i environmentalresistant
8. Capacitor,OV-3070 oval and Sprague Products Co.
| mounting strap North Adams, Massachusetts|
9. Rotary Joint, RJ-3 Scientific-Atlanta
I
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